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The Museo d’arte della Svizzera italiana, in collaboration with the Centraal Museum of 
Utrecht, devotes a major monographic exhibition to the work of Craigie Horsfield, a British 
artist who has developed sometimes influential ideas of social relation and “slow” time as 
well as conducting outstanding research into the nature of the photographic image itself.  

Portraits, still lifes, as well as moments from everyday life, rites and ideas concerning society and 
individual being and relation are the recurring images in his work, explored by using innovative 
techniques that erase the boundaries between the various artistic disciplines. 

Indeed, photography is just one of the many overlapping genres in this artist’s output: starting from a 
negative, or a video still, Horsfield produces large-scale works made by using a surprisingly  wide 
range of techniques, such as tapestries and frescoes.  

The narrative structure of this exhibition evolves through a passage of attention focusing on 
Horsfield’s most emblematic works; these are often monumental works, for instance, the majestic 
tapestry devoted to the apocalyptic scene at Ground Zero, or the one depicting the Gulf of Naples in 
an ambiguous night-time vision. 

The remarkable trajectory that is brought about casts light on the relations that occur in between 
events that transpired in places and moments that are apparently far apart, between the people who 
took part in them and the viewers who are discovering the exhibition. 

The idea of relation (intended both as the connection between individuals and as a narrating, a 
recounting) lies at the very core of Horsfield’s work. In the projects he has produced specifically for 
this exhibition (as he has done over many years, throughout Europe, in Naples, Madrid or Barcelona 
to cite just a few examples) this is particularly manifest. According to Horsfield, a work of art is 
realized fully thanks to the active role played by the public: “What happens here is the recognition of 
a passage of understanding, of thoughtfulness and recognition, the sense of giving time and of 
profound attention to the world and to others, and to a deep present. […]These passages are 
sometimes fluent in their interrelationships and at other times angular and discordant, and there are 
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within the structure layer upon layer of association, quotation and allusion, within the works, within 
the narrative, and across history, history imagined as the deep present.” 

Soundwork 
Craigie Horsfield has made since the late 1960’s soundworks, structures of found sound and music, 
and here the exhibition itself is arranged like the movements of a musical composition. Alongside the 
tapestries, frescoes and prints the display also includes a new soundwork, an acoustic installation 
constructed and mixed with his lon time collaborator, the composer and musician Reinier Rietveld. 
This sound element exists in conversation with the other works and like them contributes to the 
elaboration of new and particular meanings. 

Portraits 
The exhibition includes a series of portraits made in Lugano at the beginning of the year expressly 
for the MASI. What prevails through these images is the exploration of the ways in which we 
understand each other and in which we exist together. At the same time the images testify to the 
particularity of the people who work together with the artist and their singular and unique being in 
the present, as recognized in the attention of the viewer, in thoughtfulness, sensibility and empathy. 

Catalogue 
The exhibition catalogue, edited by the artist himself, retraces and expands the themes and the 
structure of the exhibition. The publication includes texts by Bruno Fornari, Marco Franciolli, Craigie 
Horsfield and Nancy Princenthal as well as 172 colour images. 

Educational activities 
In addition to the free guided tours, numerous cultural activities have been organized for the duration 
of the exhibition aimed at enhancing the public’s enjoyment and turning the visit into an even richer 
emotional experience. The calendar of events can be viewed at www.edu.luganolac.ch. 

Exhibition Program 2017  
During the first half of the year, in addition to the monograph devoted to Craigie Horsfield, MASI 
Lugano presents the exhibition “Meret Oppenheim. Works in dialogue from Max Ernst to Mona 
Hatoum”, dedicated to one of the most famous artists of the twentieth century (12 February – 28 
May 2017), as well as the artistic explorations of two undisputed protagonists of post-war Italian art, 
Alighiero Boetti and Salvo (9 April – 27 August 2017). While the latter exhibition is being held, 
Spazio -1. Collezione Giancarlo e Danna Olgiati will host an exhibition whose aim is to document the 
artistic scene in Turin in the 1960s and 1970s (9 April – 23 July 2017). 
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MASI Lugano 

The Museo d’arte della Svizzera italiana, Lugano represents the arrival point for a deep-seated 
revision of the cultural policies that led to the merging of the Museo Cantonale d’Arte and the Museo 
d’Arte di Lugano in one single institution. The museum has two locations: LAC offers events and 
exhibitions aimed at delving deeper into twentieth-century and contemporary art and its collections, 
while at Palazzo Reali the focus is on the history of the art of this territory, and the valorization of 
specific groups of works in the collections. MASI Lugano’s main partner is Credit Suisse, thus 
confirming the institution’s historical commitment to art in Lugano. 

Current Exhibition 
Meret Oppenheim 
Works in dialogue from Max Ernst to Mona Hatoum 
LAC, until 28. May 2017 

Future Exhibitions 
Boetti – Salvo 
“Vivere lavorando giocando” 
LAC, 09 April – 27 August 2017 

At the same time: 
Torino 1966-1973 
Spazio -1. Collezione Giancarlo e Danna Olgiati, 09 April – 23 July 2017 
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Information  

Location  
LAC Lugano Arte e Cultura  
Piazza Bernardino Luini 6, 6901 Lugano  
+41 (0)58 866 4230  
info@masilugano.ch  
www.masilugano.ch  

Opening hours  
Tuesday - Sunday: 10:00 a.m. – 6 p.m.  
Thursday until 8 p.m.  
Closed Mondays  

Admission  
The collection 
Free  

Temporary exhibitions 
Full: chf 15.-  
Reduced admission: chf 10.- (AVS/AI discount, over 65, groups, student aged 17-25)  
Free for children under 16, and the first Sunday of the month  

Guided Tours and educational activities  
+41 (0)58 866 4230 
lac.edu@lugano.ch 

Main Partner MASI Lugano 

 

Press contacts 

LAC Lugano Arte e Cultura 
Ufficio comunicazione 
+41 (0)58 866 4214 
lac.comunicazione@lugano.ch 

Press Kit and images: the digital documents and images for press use can be downloaded from the 
following address www.masilugano.ch/press 
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Captions 

01. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Broadway, 14th, 18 minutes after Dusk.  
New York, September 2011 
2012 
Tapestry: wool, cotton, silk, synthetic yarns 
500×875 cm 
 

 

02. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Via Cocozza, Nola. June 2008 
2012 
Fresco: ink on wood prepared with gesso and 
wax, mounted on aluminum 
460×440 cm 
Courtesy the artist and Factum Arte, Madrid 

 

03. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Above the Bay of Naples from Via Partenope, 
Naples. September 2008  
2012 
Tapestry: wool, cotton, silk, synthetic yarns 
500×950 cm 
 

 

04. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Joy Eslava, Calle Arenal, Madrid. December 
2006 
2008 
Tapestry; wool, cotton, silk and synthetic yarns 
400×500 cm 
Fundación Obra Social y Monte de Piedad de 
Madrid 
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05. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Via Scarfoglio, Naples. February 2009 
2016 
Dry print on Arches aquarelle paper  
95×140  
Cartoon for tapestry  
 

 

06. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Two pomegranates. Via Chiatamone, Naples. 
November 2009  
2013 
Print on wooden panel prepared with gesso and 
wax 
80×75×3,3 cm 
Courtesy the artist and Large Glass, London 

 

07. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Five Peonies. Via Chiatamone, Naples. May 
2010 
2013 
Print on wooden panel prepared with gesso and 
wax 
100×92×3,3 cm 
Courtesy the artist and Large Glass, London 

 

08.  
Craigie Horsfield 
Piazza de Martino, Palma Campania.  
February 2009 
2016 
Dry print on Arches aquarelle paper  
95×124.7 cm 
Cartoon for tapestry  
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09. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Claudia Grandi. Via Canova, Lugano.  
January 2017 
2017 
Dry print su carta per acquerello Arches 
 

 

10. 
Craigie Horsfield 
Enrique Sanz. Via Canova, Lugano.  
January 2017 
2017 
Dry print su carta per acquerello Arches 
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About the Artist 

Craigie Horsfield was born in Cambridge, UK, in 1949.  

While still underage he abandons the family home to travel in Germany. 

In 1968 he enrolled in London’s prestigious Saint Martin’s School of Art. Initially interested in 
painting, he then went on to adopt an interdisciplinary approach – which still distinguishes his work 
today – that focused on the study of photography, cinema, and music. 

In 1972 following his political convictions he decides to move to Poland. He establishes himself in 
Krakow where he would remain for seven years working at the Academy of Sciences and studying at 
the Fine Arts Academy. During this time he also works as a disc-jockey. 

He made his first photographs in the course of the 1970s. However, these would only see the light a 
decade later in the form of generally large-scale prints made in a single edition. 

These photographs were displayed in several major travelling, monographic, and group exhibitions 
held between 1988 and 1994, which brought the artist into the limelight of the international art 
scene that, thanks to the work of Horsfield himself, Günther Förg, Jeff Wall and Thomas Struth, was 
beginning to show an increased interest in photography. 

Since the 1990s, Horsfield’s work has involved several social projects aimed at exploring the 
specificity of  different places and communities like Barcelona, Brussels, El Hierro (Canary Islands), 
and Naples, among others. 

In 1996 Horsfield was among the finalists for the Turner Prize, and during the 2000s he participated 
in the 10th and 11th editions of Documenta. 
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Selected text from catalogue 

Of the Deep Present 

Foreword  

Craigie Horsfield 

About 20 years ago I paraphrased a passage from a composition by the 17th century composer 
Heinrich Bieber in a soundwork made at Rotterdam in Holland for a preformance at Stuttgart in 
Germany. At the time I became interested in another work of Biebers, the so-called Mystery Sonatas, 
for it’s structure and organization. These were, for the time, by no means original in their conception 
but showed a clarity in their composition that demonstrated, more certainly than other works that I 
knew of, a structure that I had first studied while living at Kraków in Poland in the 1970’s, where it 
was most famously elaborated at Kalvaria, a site of pilgrimage not far from Kraków. Like other such 
sites the pilgrims path followed a series of Chapels devoted to the 15 stations of the cross before 
which the faithful would pause in contemplation and prayer before moving on to the next in a 
passage of meditation. No matter that this had come to be played out as a redemptive rite of 
suffering and penitence as multitudes of worshippers crowded the village nearby at Easter,  Kalvaria 
is a late and elaborate form of a much older ritual. Bieber’s sonatas are written to accompany a  
procession that is first recorded in the 13th century. 

By the time of the composition of the Mystery Sonatas the three cycles of mysteries, joyful, 
sorrowful, and glorious, had as their focus paintings that depicted each mystery, the congregation, as 
they moved from one to the next around the church, would recite prayers, listen to readings from 
biblical texts, and to passages of music appropriate to the significance of their meditation. 

The things that I take from this are not the matter of faith or devotion, although these appear 
throughout the work but not in any conventionally religious sense. Where there are religious 
ceremonies depicted complex and sometimes dark currents move through them and faith finds 
ancient deities as readily as those of present gods.  

What happens here is the recognition of a passage of understanding, of thoughtfulness and 
recognition, the sense of giving time and of profound attention to the world and to others, and to a 
deep present. There is also the sense of a conversation that happens through a passage of thought 
together, with others who are also attentive to the place and to what takes place, with the people 
who made this, sometimes distant from us in place and time, and those who make it now in their 
bringing their experiences and their associations and beliefs to this matter, as though art works are 
first of all of meaning in both the material and in the working of thought together - the place of art’s 
energy in the world. 

What does this mean? That in moving through the book or the exhibition we may pause and 
give time to it, may be thoughtful, and recognize that others, while they may imagine the world very 
differently from ourselves, are in this engaged in a place that is common to each of us, a place in 
which we are both quite singular in our perceptions and connected in the specificity of our attention. 
We make the work in giving it our meanings, the meanings of our relationships, and understanding of 
them, which allows us to enter into this unfamiliar story.  And this takes time. 

The parallels with music are here less with the form of a series of sonatas, although we 
move from one page to another, one room to another, but with other structures of composition. 
Themes and motifs recur and are repeated, there are woven through the work threads of meaning 
that are changed and in other juxtapositions take on other meanings. There are digressions and the 
form more resembles a structure of movements the consequences of which may not be immediately 
apparent but which over time cohere. These passages are sometimes fluent in their 
interrelationships and at other times angular and discordant, and there are within the structure layer 
upon layer of association, quotation and allusion, within the works, within the narrative, and across 
history, history imagined as the deep present. 

The use of different mediums, of the architecture of the space, spare and even austere, the 
sound, itself a form of architecture and allusion, and the sense of place, finds correspondence in the 
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making of this book. This is related to a gesamptkunstwerk, an immersive composition of attention, 
thought, and reading. 

The first episode is concerned with the site of the destruction of the twin towers, described 
by the Americans as Ground Zero. A seemingly chaotic landscape, the landscape after the battle. It is 
of course neither the beginning nor the end and its meanings are not in the symbols of destruction 
but in the acts of the living. Nonetheless our world has been shaped by the consequences of this 
event and while greater forces may be at work, may have brought it about and have determined what 
was to follow, in more terrible and cruel destruction, more catastrophic loss, societies broken, great 
cities ruined and vast numbers of people driven from their homes and dispersed across continents, 
however this place at this time marked, as nothing else has, the chaos upon which it was predicated 
and the consequence that has in turn marked all of our lives, as it will the lives of our children. 

The next part is of the festival at Nola, a town in the region of Campania in Italy. A town 
beneath the volcano of Vesuvius. Groups of men from the town and district carry on their backs vast 
wooden towers through a day and a night until the next morning. The towers reach 25 meters in 
height and the men beneath them are broken in the effort, many carry from year to year the marks of 
their suffering on their bodies, in the deforming of their bones, and the misshapen tissue . In 
expiation of their sins, or from loyalty to their fellows, or from fear. 

Afterword  

... After the collective of the Nola fresco and the details of the group, in which each person is 
individual, and related, there are the portraits made at Utrecht. Here too there is the specificity of 
experience and a picture made together, we who sat, meeting for the first time, and talked, in a 
conversation that finds its resonance and consequence in our present attention, and in our 
recognition today. These portraits are as social as they are specific and individual. It is not this person 
here, how could it be? They are not the portrayals of the inner life of another. If a portrait exists 
beyond the ink absorbed into the paper it exists in our recognition of another conversation, and of 
this having consequence beyond ourselves. There is no picture that can fully account our true being, 
only the picture that we have made, and continue to make, together, in which we are thoughtful 
about our present and of a world beyond ourselves. But in this may be something more affecting 
than the illusion of another’s spirit revealed as though in a magical transubstantiation of being, for we 
may see that we become most fully ourselves in that which we share, in our relation to each other, 
and in our thought together. 

Following this stepping aside, which is no aside, there is the tapestry of the burning boat in 
the Bay of Naples, a bright light in a dark world. But the small event of its making is, like everything 
here, more, or perhaps other, than it at first appears to be. As I have written elsewhere, a tapestry is 
made up of single threads which woven together form very different meanings, the thread does not 
disappear, absorbed into the matter of other threads, each is a necessary constituent of the picture 
that together they form. Up to a point it is a useful metaphor for the relationships of the crowd on the 
sea wall of Via Partenope on the day that the ship burnt, but it only goes so far. In our meeting we 
are not simply parts of a whole and neither are we not discreet in our individuality. We are not only 
changed but become ourselves in our relation. The chaos that threatens to engulf us, the darkness 
of a world that is indifferent to our being, is told of in a complex language. The weaving of a tapestry 
is a long process of calculation and design and the effect is conceived within a history of allusion to 
other depictions. The way that we see is shaped, in part, by what we have known, in pictures and 
stories that are as intricately woven into our understanding as the threads that have their place 
through complex and sophisticated calculation and the operations of a machine with tens of 
thousands of moving parts. 

The event is told about through this process of understanding, much as for Bieber for whom 
the sophisticated composition of his music, for the church or court,  happened in a world in which the 
depredations of a chaotic universe were closer and more insistent, and just as unknowable as they 
are for us. And this existential condition concerned the mysteries of the ritual. They are predicated 
upon the aspiration to understand, to contain and control that which was beyond the sphere of 
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human agency, but at their centre is the meditation on what may not be known, the ineffable nature 
of a deity, or of fate, or of a universe wholly indifferent to us. 

The struggle to assert life finds resonance in the priapic frenzy of the towers at Nola carried 
on the backs of men bowed down by their weight or in the fireworks over the sea brilliant against 
sombre clouds in the night sky. 

After these the dark tree. The tree stands at the furthest point of El Hierro, the most 
westerly of the Canary Islands. For the Romans the island, the remnant of a long extinct volcano, 
marked the edge of the world and beyond it was only unknowable distance, chaos and darkness.  

At the time that this tree, or another like it clinging to this forlorn promontory facing the 
immense force of the wind from the ocean, was imagined to be at the edge of the world the town of 
Pompeii, and the neighboring Herculaneum, were overwhelmed and buried by ash from the eruption 
of Mount Vesuvius, the volcano on the lower slopes of which they lay. The volcano was believed by 
the inhabitants to be long dormant and, just as today when tens of thousands live much closer to the 
volcano than Pompeii, few in the first century gave thought to the threat of catastrophe. Nonetheless, 
even in the period of relative peace that preceded the catastrophe, news and rumour of war, famine, 
and disease were never stilled. The rites shown on the walls of the villa were enacted within a 
common place of shared predicament, and the apprehension of fearsome and implacable forces, and 
gods whose will could not be divined.  

This unknowing finds expression in the assertion of a life energy that might counter fate 
itself, that might refuse the certainty of death and loss, or defy it in the urgency of the lived present. 
The unveiling of the mystery concerns creation and generative being, not, as we may imagine, in 
future promise, a hereafter or hoped for paradise, but in the intense, even ecstatic, entering into of 
the present through the rite. 

Such rites exist before and within the ceremonies of established religions, they are in the 
priapic assertion of the towers or in the abnegation of the self of the penitents ardent to be filled, as 
though a vessel emptied out, expectant of grace, but acting first of all in the approbation of their 
fellows, and playing out a communal recognition confirmed in their acting together. 

And here at the centre are played out these energies of life being and becoming. The 
backdrop may be banal and familiar - the inauthentic trappings of commercial entertainment and 
habitual and repeated actions that mark the everyday, in the popular songs of the musicians that 
crowd onto the platforms beneath the towers while they are carried at Nola, saxophones and electric 
guitars repeating the same insistent motifs, or in the parading of the starlet in the carnival show that 
mixes TV themes with curiously affecting costumes that are at once tawdry and resplendent – but 
this is not so very different from the scene of the mysteries that are depicted in the domestic space 
of the household. 

It may be imagined that the familiar routine of a disco or dancehall makes the rites of the 
place empty, an enactment of expectation and disappointment, but the story is more than this. Here 
within the sanctioned artifice of calculated pleasure are both rites of ecstatic suspension in a present 
that is diffused by drugs, but is sometimes exalted in a communal elation. 

In this part of the mysteries, set in dance halls in Madrid and Naples, and at the Carnival of 
Palma de Campania, there are familiar scenes of play and intoxication, of connection and 
disconnection, joy and disquiet. People argue with security men who protect the stage reserved for 
important guests, but, there is little difference between the area roped off and that outside it. Some 
are permitted to enter after long negotiation, and others are not, it is everywhere evident that the 
process of selection, of permission and refusal is almost entirely arbitrary. But the discussion is 
protracted and others press forward with no more hope of entry than those at the front, or those 
finally stumbling away in retreat. The supplications of those eager to go in have little logic, so dulled 
and confused are they by alcohol and chemicals, and the security men are bored but watchful, 
fearing outrage but only rarely pricked to a kind of morose offense, occasionally offering curiously 
tangential ripostes to the insistent pleas, quite indifferent to the repeated entreaties. 

Meanwhile young men set fire to a flare on a balcony, admiring their own bravado, and 
pouring alcohol onto the flames. At a costume party most are not dressed up but some from the 
large hall gather around a stage where there is a desultory performance of a unicylist, juggling 
batons that he drops, evidently uncertain as to wether he should concentrate on keeping his balance 
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or keeping the sticks in the air. The audience jeers and turns away to talk amongst themselves, while 
some still gaze hoping to be astonished. 

And then the carnival stage. 
The second interlude is of still life. Meat and fish and vegetables and fruit, arranged on 

shelves, much as the household goods and foods are in the frescos that remain from Pompeii. Small 
things, and material. 

And flowers –peonies. And the second part of the mysteries. Isolated dancers in an 
increasingly spectral world, a grey frieze broken by the static interference of interlaced images, and 
the blue dislocation of disaffection, indifference and longing. 

The blue light gives way to another light of another place, night over the volcanic field, and 
then the day and the petrified turbulence of lava in confusion. The hoods of the penitants in an 
easter procession. Chemical vats beneath a labyrinth of vaulted steel. And the rhinoceroses 
abandoned in the cold concrete of their cells. 

The book begins and ends during a blizzard in the last days of December 2001 in Lower 
Manhattan. It is three in the morning and the sound of the thudding of pumping engines and the 
humming of generators is muffled by the snow already drifting high in the streets and driven in 
mounds against the deserted buildings. The most powerful sound is of the flapping of the vast 
sheets of black netting and tarpaulin shrouding the dark facades, rising twenty or thirty floors above 
the snowbound street. Torrents of snow fall from the upper stories loosened by the tug of the flailing 
fabric and cascade down, dislodging funnels of black dust and debris that had piled up for the past 
months on ledges and pediments far above .. The sound is like the booming of the great sails of a 
ship, an impression heightened by the crack of ropes worked loose from the structure and whipped 
into a frenzy by the storm. The sodium lamps of the site give a dull yellow luminosity to the snow, the 
storm is so intense that great flurries of snowflakes channeled between the buildings on the east 
side of the street hide the source of the brightness and render the world in an eerie half light that is 
suddenly more brilliantly illuminated at intervals by the white light of bulbs swinging wildly from 
cables strung along the hoardings that border the site to the west.  

The sound of the same generators three months earlier pulse in the work made for the 
exhibition with which this book corresponds, but it is now altered many times over and only a distant 
murmur deep amongst other sounds. Reinier Rietveld and I have worked on the structure  over 
twenty years from the Stuttgart  installation that I began this text with here. The work has drawn into 
it over that time a vast litany of noise and sound events, some disappearing in its labyrinth over time 
and others insistent and deep in its layering of meaning and association. Shaped by place and the 
vagaries of chance the work has transformed again and again, carrying with it over time other worlds, 
the voices of others, the sound of a hidden life existing within life to which we are rarely attentive, the 
sound of the deep present. 

**** 

A portrait may be a part of a conversation. This idea of what the portrait can be refuses the 
conception of one being subjected to another, the object of attention, of capturing a likeness, of 
“taking” or “shooting” a picture. These expressions, and the relationships they reflect, are deep within 
culture and society, they determine and describe relationships of possession, of separation and 
distance. They deny the common world, the world of shared being and of thinking together.  

But a portrait is made together, and it carries the names of its makers. And this concerns a shift of 
understanding which goes beyond the determination of words or a matter of semantics.  

As something we make together a portrait is born from a common perception. If only for some 
moments we may think and act together to effect the present, the future, and the past.  

In every conversation each of us is changed. The way that we speak and are with one person is 
different and even profoundly different from the way we speak to another, and it is the same for 
them with us. And yet we are fully ourselves in this shifting consciousness because we are realised 
precisely in relation, in the particularity of each relation, which is, in turn, inflected by every other 
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relation that we may bring to it. Our consciousness is born or shaped within this shared thinking 
together. It is the place both of our individuation, of our becoming individual, and of our social being.  

The portrait speaks for this. And, made together from the things that we bring to it: from our 
experience, our recognitions, from memories, and perception – from our sense of the world and of 
each other – it later finds consequence in the attention of those who look at it, and in their 
thoughtfulness. The conversation that was begun here in our working together is opened and 
realised in the attention of the reader. This is the potential of meaning within a conversation through 
and across time, opening to the perception of a profound present. 

To understand the portrait in this way asks that we are open to it and look generously. We read 
through our attention and recognition. We bring to this looking a thoughtfulness that concerns our 
own life, things that we know, that we have experienced, things that we have heard of or read. And it 
depends upon sensibility, the precise perception of the smallest gesture, and of often unspoken 
things. This sensibility is that which allows us to correspond with a world that exceeds our immediate 
experience, just as we did in that first conversation. And this correspondence between the first 
making and making anew in our attention as readers is itself a form of conversation that we 
engender.  

We in our attention and understanding are the makers as really as those who first sat together to 
talk about the world and our being and to make a portrait.  

If you look with sympathy some of these conversations may not find a resonance in your life, but 
some may, and this is the matter of our understanding of the shared place that we inhabit, and of the 
particularity of our experience.  

At this point all time coincides. This conversation that happened in Utrecht is given meaning and 
takes place in its being made newly now. 
 


